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ECO-FRIENDLY STREET FURNITURE



Keep green and keep our planet clean. Take a stand for the love of green.







SEEDIA FUTURE

Designed to be the solar bench of tomorrow. Its simple, minimalistic construction provides intuitive usage, while its  universal
design perfectly fits modern plazas and industrial interior spaces.

Side LED lamps allow to adjust its colors to the surroundings.
Example locations: airports, stations, city centres, malls, plazas, office spaces

In standard configuration, solar bench is equipped with:
- Autonomous, green power source - PV panel;
-Electronic system and accessories, which allows charging batteries and electronic devices (smart phones, tablets, etc.) by  4USB ports
-Telemetry module that sends data to the cloud, it allows monitoring condition of the bench in dedicated dashboard  Dim: 
2000x565x440m

SMART SOLAR BENCHES  ｜



SEEDIA INVENTION
Invention is the perfect fit for any marketing needs of cities and business.  

Intriguing, user-friendly, versatile.
Example locations: Malls, office spaces, events

In standard configuration, solar bench is equipped with:
- Autonomous, green power source - PV panel;
-Electronic system and accessories, which allows charging batteries and electronic devices (smart phones, tablets, etc.) by  4USB ports
-Telemetry module that sends data to the cloud, it allows monitoring condition of the bench in dedicated dashboard  Dim: 
2000x565x440m

SMART SOLAR BENCHES  ｜



SEEDIA CITY

Rapid urban development requires a modern approach to design. This module-based, highly versatile line follows the  latest global 
trends – it draws attention while providing comfort and safety through an ergonomic construction and LED  lights.

Example locations: Modern squares, promenades, office plazas

In standard configuration, solar bench is equipped with:
- Autonomous, green power source - PV panel;
-Electronic system and accessories, which allows charging batteries and electronic devices (smart phones, tablets, etc.)  by 4USB 
ports
- Telemetry module that sends data to the cloud, it allows monitoring condition of the bench in dedicated dashboard

SMART SOLAR BENCHES  ｜



SEEDIA URBAN

Eco-friendly cities that care about their traditions highly appreciate the urban line thanks to its toned colors and wooden  elements. 
As bikes are extremely popular in parks and public gardens, these benches have an option to add a bike rack.

Example locations: Parks, plazas, city squares

In standard configuration, solar bench is equipped with:
- Autonomous, green power source - PV panel;
-Electronic system and accessories, which allows charging batteries and electronic devices (smart phones, tablets, etc.) by  4USB ports

SMART SOLAR BENCHES  ｜





Recycling is everyone’s responsibility.
So our products are made from recycled materials!



MULTI-COLORED SEATS PREMIERE SEAT SANDSTONE MULTI-COLORED BENCH

SPECIFICATIONS ｜Maintenance free, Ready assembled, Supplied with ground fixing bolts for hard surfaces, Environmentally friendly, Made from recyclable plastic,  Hygienic & 
easy to clean, Vandal resistant, UV stable

THEMED BENCHES  ｜



MULTI-COLORED SEATS PREMIERE SEAT SANDSTONE MULTI-COLORED BENCH

SPECIFICATIONS ｜Maintenance free, Ready assembled, Ground fixing bolts for hard surfaces, Environmentally friendly, Made from recyclable plastic, Hygienic & easy to clean, Vandal resistant,  UV stable, 
Struts are made from 100% recyclable material & are available in black only

THEMED BENCHES  ｜



STAR BENCH MULTI-COLORED MODULAR SEATING MODULAR SEATING

SPECIFICATIONS ｜ Extremely versatile cominations of seating arrangments, Maintenance free - no need for varnish or paint, Ground fixing bolts for hard surfaces, Hygienic & easy to clean,  
Environmentally friendly, Made from recyclable plastic, Vandal resistant, Struts are supplied in black only and are 100% recycled material

THEMED BENCHES  ｜



SPIRAL BENCH

SPECIFICATIONS ｜Maintenance free - no need for varnish or paint, Supplied with ground fixing bolts for hard surfaces, Environmentally friendly, Made from recyclable plastic,  Hygienic & 
easy to clean, Vandal resistant - made from durable polyethylene, UV stable, Struts are supplied in black only and are 100% recycled material

ZIGZAG BENCH

THEMED BENCHES  ｜



LEARNING CURVE & TEACHER’S CHAIR

SPECIFICATIONS ｜ UV stable, Vandal resistant, Maintenance free, Hygienic & easy to clean, Supplied with ground fixing bolts for hard surfaces, Environmentally friendly, Made from recyclable plastic

LEARNING CURVE AND ARENA

THEMED BENCHES  ｜



You Don’t Have To Have Superpowers To Be a Hero, Go Green.



｜ LITTER BINS



SMART SOLAR LITTER BIN  ｜

CITY LITTER BIN - SOLAR

We have designed the City Trash Can after watching the real needs of cities - monitoring the level of  
garbage in baskets for municipal services, as well as for residents - to help them throw away waste  to un-
filled bins.

We have adapted the design to the iconic City line, loved by users, maintaining zero number of  external 
fasteners.

The nature of the basket was highlighted by a beautiful RGB LED, which changes color depending on
the amount of waste

SEEDIA CITY TRASH RECEPTACLE

In standard configuration, trash bin  is 
equipped with:
-Autonomous, green power source - PV 
panel;
-Telemetry module that sends data to  the 
cloud, it allows monitoring  condition of 
the bench in dedicated  dashboard
-Trash level sensor that informs  
municipalities when to empty the  
trash can
-LED lighting, changing colors based on
level of trash so users know if it is full or
empty
Dim: 860x450x677mm



PK.44251
DIMENSIONS ｜450x 1080x 700mm
SPECIFICATIONS
METAL TYPE ｜ PIPE PROFILE & BOX PROFILE

RECYCLING LITTER BINS  ｜

METAL PAINT ｜ ELECTROSTATIC PAINT

PK.44252
DIMENSIONS ｜560x 1500 x 700mm
SPECIFICATIONS

Metal type ｜ pipe profile & box profile
Metal paint ｜ electrostatic paint
Wood type｜ class imported yellow pine



TORRE LITTER BIN

DESCRIPTION ｜Litter bin made of S235JR steel plate with circular section, that  leans 
towards the user. Hinged lid, with front opening to throw the rubbish in the  bin liner. 
Fitted with inner removable liner ring. In its standard version the litter  bin is supplied as 
a single piece, but it can be proposed in a modular sequence to  create a curious area for 
rubbish recycling.
TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS |
Height above ground level: 86 cm Depth: 50 cm  
Lenght: 61 cm  Weight: 40 kg  Capacity: 90

STAR LITTER BIN

DESCRIPTION ｜This ashtray is made of AISI 304 stainless  steel. 
The base is rectangular and extends to form a pyramid  with a lid 
and perforated stubber plate. A reinforced folded  steel profile 
column supports the main structure, which can  be overturned for 
emptying. A version with two bins, and a  wall-mounted version 
are also available.
Technical specifications |
Height above ground level: 107 cm Depth: 33 cm  
Lenght: 40 cm  Weight: 20 kg Capacity: 30

RECYCLING LITTER BINS  ｜

BUSTA LITTER BIN

DESCRIPTION ｜A pole-mounted litter bin designed to  resemble a 
paper shopper with a pocket fold, made entirely  of S235JR steel. 
The U-shaped handle is cut into both sides.
There is an internal stainless steel AISI 304 liner ring and
flip-open lid with central access hole. Also available in the XL  
version.
TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS |
Height above ground level: 80 cm Depth: 20 cm  
Lenght: 40 cm  Weight: 15 kg  Capacity: 30



WOODGROVE LITTER BIN

SPECIFICATIONS ｜HARDWOOD TIMBER SLATS, MILD STEEL, HOT DIPPED GALVANIZED,  
LOCKABLE DOOR ENTRY

ROADSIDE LITTER BIN

SPECIFICATIONS ｜HARDWOOD TIMBER SLATS, MILD STAINLESS STEEL AND POWDER COATED FINISH,  
LASER CUT LOGO AND TEXT

WOODEN LITTER BINS  ｜



TWIST

TYPE ｜ Polyethylene Bodyshell, Galvanized steel or plastic liner, lockable lid, Hygienic & easy to clean,  
Environmentally friendly, Made from recyclable plastic, Weighted base

MICRO

METAL TYPE ｜ Polyethylene Bodyshell, Galvanized steel or plastic liner, lockable lid, Hygienic & easy to  clean, 
Environmentally friendly, Made from recyclable plastic

THEMED LITTER BINS  ｜



CONTINENTAL

TYPE ｜ Steel Domed Ashtray, Polyethylene Bodyshell, Galvanized steel or plastic liner, lockable lid,  Hygienic 
& easy to clean, Environmentally friendly, Made from recyclable plastic

MIDI

METAL TYPE ｜ Polyethylene Bodyshell, Galvanized steel or plastic liner, Hygienic & easy to clean,  
Environmentally friendly, Made from recyclable plastic

THEMED LITTER BINS  ｜



COLONIAL

TYPE ｜ Polyethylene Bodyshell, Galvanised steel or plastic liner, Hygienic & easy to clean, Environmentally  friendly, 
Made from recyclable plastic, Stainless Steel Flip Top Lid

PROVINCIAL

METAL TYPE ｜ Polyethylene bodyshell, Galvanised steel liner, Hygienic & easy to clean, Environmentally  friendly, 
Made from recyclable plastic, Pivoting door for easy emptying

THEMED LITTER BINS  ｜



UNIVERSAL

TYPE ｜ Stainless Steel Domed Ashtray, Polyethylene Bodyshell, Galvanized steel/plastic liner, lockable lid, Environmentally friendly, Made from recyclable plastic, Weighted base

THEMED LITTER BINS  ｜



UNIVERSAL

TYPE ｜ Stainless Steel Domed Ashtray, Polyethylene Bodyshell, Galvanized steel/plastic liner, lockable lid, Environmentally friendly, Made from recyclable plastic, Weighted base

THEMED LITTER BINS  ｜



POPULAR (Double)

METAL TYPE ｜ Polyethylene Bodyshell, Galvanised Steel or plastic liner, Hygienic & easy to clean,  
Environmentally friendly, Made from recyclable plastic

POPULAR (Single)

METAL TYPE ｜ Polyethylene Bodyshell, Galvanised Steel or plastic liner, Hygienic & easy to clean,  
Environmentally friendly, Made from recyclable plastic

THEMED LITTER BINS  ｜



CLASSIC

TYPE ｜ Polyethylene bodyshell, Galvanised steel or plastic liner, Lockable lid, Hygienic & easy to clean, Environmentally friendly, Made from recyclable plastic, Slot for paper

THEMED LITTER BINS  ｜



MONSTER

METAL TYPE ｜ Polyethylene Bodyshell, Galvanised steel or plastic liner, Lockable lid, Hygienic & easy to  clean, 
Environmentally friendly, Made from recyclable plastic

MUSHROOM

METAL TYPE ｜ Polyethylene Bodyshell, Galvanised steel or plastic liner, lockable lid, Hygienic & easy to  clean, 
Environmentally friendly, Made from recyclable plastic

THEMED LITTER BINS  ｜



ANIMALS

METAL TYPE ｜ Polyethylene Bodyshell, Galvanised steel or plastic liner, Lockable lid, Hygienic & easy to clean, Environmentally friendly, Made from recyclable plastic

THEMED LITTER BINS  ｜



PENCILS

METAL TYPE ｜ Polyethylene Bodyshell, Galvanised steel or plastic liner, lockable lid, Hygienic & easy to clean, Environmentally friendly, Made from recyclable plastic

THEMED LITTER BINS  ｜



Welcome to the green team.
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